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Blattner’s conjecture gives a formula for the multiplicity with which a 
unitary irreducible representation of the maximal compact subgroup K appears 
in any discrete series representation of a semisimple Lie group G. We give an 
elementary derivation of this formula from Harish Chandra’s character 
formula for G N SO,(2n, 1) (n > 2). Th e i d ea is to regularize the character 
(on the Cartan subgroup), to show that the regularization is unique, and to 
derive the multiplicities by expanding the resulting distribution in a Fourier 
series. To prove uniqueness of the regularization one uses a priori constraints 
on the multiplicities (= Fourier coefficients) that follow from the subquotient 
theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a semisimple Lie group and K be its maximal compact 
subgroup. Suppose that K contains a maximal torus T which is also a 
Cartan subgroup of G. Then G is known to possess a series of square 
integrable representations, the so-called discrete series [I]. Let w be a 
discrete series representation and let OW be its character, considered 
as a distribution on K. Then 
@W = c %(T> x’(k) on K. 
Herein summation is over the set I? of all unitary irreducible represen- 
tations T of K, m,(7) is the multiplicity with which the representation T 
of K appears in w and x7 is the character of 7. Convergence is in the 
distribution theoretic sense. Since the character is a class function it 
* Present address: II. Institut fiir Theoretische Physik der Universitst Hamburg, 
Hamburg, Germany. 
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suffices to consider Eq. (1) on T and multiplied with a suitable 
Jacobian AK(t) ( see Eq. (16) below). 
Harish Chandra gives an explicit formula for the character for 
t E T’, the set of regular elements in T, i.e., except on certain lower- 
dimensional submanifolds of T. It is tempting to use Eq. (1) to derive 
a formula for the multiplicities m,(7) from this expression. Blattner 
has advanced a conjecture for what the result of this should be [2]. 
His conjecture is known to give an upper bound for “most” discrete 
series representations of any G and to be true for all discrete series 
representations of some groups G [3-51. However, no general proof 
exists, and no elementary proof seems to exist for any class of groups 
G. It is the purpose of this paper to give an elementary proof for the 
generalized de Sitter groups S0(2n, 1). The difficulty with the 
aforementioned idea is that it requires knowledge of A,@ as a 
distribution on T, not just as a function on T’. In other words, A,@ 
needs regularization. The regularization of a singular function is in 
general not unique. To make it unique one needs additional informa- 
tion on the distribution OW, i.e., on the coefficients m,(T) in the 
expansion (1). 
In the present paper we study the special case G N S0,(2n, 1) 
for n 2 2. The subquotient theorem [6] asserts that every discrete 
series representation appears as a subquotient in some elementary 
representation (== representation of the nonunitary principal series). 
This implies that m,(T) = 0 or 1 since the same is true for elementary 
representations of S0,(2n, 1) by Frobenius reciprocity. Moreover, 
one shows easily that every discrete series representation w appears 
in an elementary representation together with an inequivalent 
mirror-image f?o. It follows that m&T) = 1 implies m,(r) = 0. More 
information is actually available (since the K-content of elementary 
representations is completely known) but it will be shown here that 
the stated constraints are already sufficient to guarantee that the 
regularization of A,@ is unique. It is then an easy matter to verify 
that Blattner’s formula does indeed define a regularization of 
Harish-Chandra’s expression for the character and meets the stated 
requirements. By uniqueness it must therefore hold true for G N 
S0,(2n, l)(n b 2). 
The author got interested in this problem in the course of an 
investigation of a physical problem which it might be interesting to 
mention here. There has recently been developed [7] a group 
theoretical approach to conformal invariant quantum field theory 
which relies heavily on harmonic analysis on G, = SO,(D + 1, 1) 
and to a lesser extent (until now) on G, = universal covering of 
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SO,(D, 2) [7-lo]. D is the number of space-time dimensions. When 
imposing physical principles (like positivity of energy and of prob- 
ability) one is led [8] to the problem of analytically continuing partial 
wave expansions on G, into partial wave expansions on G, . This 
requires representation functions (or Clebsch-Gordan kernels) of 
the second kind. They are defined by integral equations. These 
integral equations can be solved by partial wave expansion on the 
common subgroup G = SO,(D, 1); mathematically the problem 
amounts to decomposing unitarily induced representations on G/K. 
In particular, one wants to know whether and which discrete series 
representations w appear. A necessary and sufficient condition is 
that w contains the inducing representation rr ER, whence the 
question dealt with here. It could not have been answered by reference 
to the published lists of “all” unitary irreducible representations of 
SO(n, 1) because, for n > 4, these lists are either incomplete [ll, 1211, 
or the square-integrability of the representations is not investigated. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
To fix ideas we will first consider a simpler auxiliary problem, 
which can serve as a prototype of the results to be established later. 
It will at the same time give us an expansion formula that will be 
used later on. 
Let 9 the space of C” functionsf(t) on the circle S1, viz. -r < 
t < n with points n and -rr identified. Give it the usual FrCchet 
space topology [14]. Let 9* be its dual; its elements will be called 
distributions on S. 0 E 9* maps every test function f E g into a 
complex number @[f 1. 
We propose to establish the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let 0 E 9* be a distribution with the following properties 
(i) o(t) = --a(-t), O(7f + t) = -O(r - t). 
(ii) o(t) = l/sin t for t # 0, n. 
(iii) The Fourier coe#cients 0, = (27r)-l O[ei”l] are bounded 
by a constant C independent of m. 
Then the distribution 0 is uniquely determined by these properties, 
1 Among others, representations of the supplementary series are missing, including 
all the supplementary representations of the Lorentz group SO(3, 1) [13]. They are 
important for physical applications. 
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and its Fourier expansion 
&B+(t) = i C,“=, e- 
is o(t) = $=&,, sign(o) @Jut) with 
(2ktlMt . 
We use functional notation, since no confusion can arise. Condi- 
tion (i) is of course meant in the obvious distribution theoretic sense. 
Condition (ii) means that O[f] = J dtf(t)[sin t]-1 for f E $9 that 
vanish with all their derivatives at t = 0, n. 
Proof. (1) uniqueness: Let 0, , 0, be two distributions with the 
required properties. Then 0, - 0, has support concentrated at 
t = 0, rr. Consequently, by a well-known theorem, [O, - o,](t) = 
Ct=,, [c, W(t) + dk V)(t - n)]. The Fourier coefficients of this are 
S, = & (-im)k[ck + (-)” dJ. Condition (i) implies that ck = 
dk = 0 for even K. Boundedness of Fourier coefficients implies that 
ck = dk = 0 for k > 1. Therefore 0, - 0, = 0. 
(2) Fourier expansion: Every distribution 0 E 9* possesses a 
well-defined Fourier expansion o(t) = Cz=-, 0, edirnl which con- 
verges in the topology of 9*. Let us tentatively put O[ f ] = 
P J dtf(t)[sin t]-l where P denotes the principal value integral. 
Clearly this satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). The Fourier coefficients 
0, = (27r)-l P J dt eimf [sin t]-l = (27~)l P J dt (cos mt + i sin mt) 
* [sin t]-l = i(2n)-l J dt ( sin mt,‘sin t) = i sign(m) for odd m [15]. For 
even m, 0, = 0. Evidently these Fourier coefficients are bounded. 
By uniqueness, P[sin t]-’ is therefore the correct regularization, and 
its Fourier coefficients are as indicated in Lemma 1. Q.E.D. 1 
Another regularization of the singular function [sin t]-’ is 
(l/sin t)+ = P(l/sin t) + i&(t) - iA(t - 7r) = 2i $ e-t2*+ljit. 
k-0 
(2) 
Of course this distribution is not antisymmetric in t. 
3. GEOMETRY OF THE SINGULAR SET 
Let G = S0,(2n, 1) be the identity component of the pseudo- 
orthogonal group of linear transformations in R2n+1 which leaves 
invariant the quadratic form 
x0 
2- 
Xl 
2 _ . . . 2 
-+2n (n 3 2). (3) 
Let K N SO(2n) the maximal compact subgroup; it leaves also x0 
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invariant. Let T be a maximal torus in K; it is then at the same time 
a compact Cartan subgroup of G. Let us denote the real Lie algebras 
of these groups by 8, J, 4, and pc , f , t, for their complexification. 
We also introduce the real commutative Lie algebra JR = it. We 
may choose a basis (Hi *** H,) in dR such that every t E- T may be 
written in the form 
For Hj we may take the generator of infinitesimal rotation in the 
(2j - 1,2j)-plane. 
The root system Qi, of %c with respect to its Cartan subalgebra Jc 
consists of certain real linear forms on tR , i.e., elements of its dual JR*. 
Let us introduce a basis {e, *** e,} in tR* and a scalar product ( , ) 
in tR* by 
ej(H,) = &, , (ej Y 4 = &jlc . (5) 
Let QjK be the root system of Lc, then aPK = aK+ v QK- (CL E aK- 
iff --01 E QK+). It is well known that the set aK+ of positive roots for 
AC ci D, may be chosen as [1612 
@K+: ej & e, , (1 d j < k < n). (6) 
The set QP of noncompact roots of yc (i.e., roots of pe which are 
not roots of &) decomposes imilarly, aP = @,+ u -@?+. A set @c+ 
of positive roots of gc N B, is obtained by choosing for positive 
noncompact roots the set 
@p+: ej (j = 1 . . . n); @ic+ = @'K+ u a$+. (7) 
Occasionally it is convenient to make a different choice for oP+. 
The set of weights n consists of real linear forms X E JR* such that 
tA E eviA(*) for t = e-ZH is a well-defined (i.e., one-valued) function 
on T. Weights are of the form X = C Xjej , Xi integer. In particular, 
roots are weights. The scalar product of two weights h = C Ajej and 
p = C p5ej is defined by (5) as 
(k P> = i hjPj . 
j=l 
s We use the standard notation A,, **- D, for the classical Lie algebras. 
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Let 8 the space of C” functions on T with the usual Frechet 
space topology. We denote its dual by b*; its elements are called 
distributions on T. Every distribution 0 on T has a well-defined 
Fourier expansion of the form 
B(t) = c a(A)t” 
A&4 (8*) 
Summation is over all weights, the Fourier coefficients u(X) E c, 
and the series converges in the topology of b*. We consider here 6 as 
a subspace of b* in the obvious way. That is, if 0 ~8 C b* then 
S[f] = Jdt @(t)f(t) for f E &‘, with dt = (27r-” dvl *.* dy, the 
normalized Haar measure on T. 
We consider the Weyl groups W = W(K, T) = W(G, T) and 
W* = Wbc, tJ. They act on the set of weights and are defined as 
usual [6]: 
W consists of products of reflections ,: s,h = h - 2a(h, ~l)/(a, a) 
with or~@~. 
W* consists of products of reflections ,: dto, 
(9) 
with a~@~ = @,U@, 
Of course W C W*. For s E W* we define det(s) to be -1 if s is a 
product of an odd number of reflections s, (a E QG) and + 1 otherwise. 
In particular det(s,) = - 1. The Weyl groups also act in a natural 
way on kR and T since dR is the dual of JR* which is spanned by the 
roots [cf. (5)-(7)]. 
If t = e-i* (HE JR*) then s * t = e-is’H, a(s * H) = s-h(H) (10) 
for all 01 E Qc and s E W*. 
The subset Tsing of singular elements of T is defined by [5] 
T -ita sing = e 9 t,=(HEtR,~(H)=OforanolE~PG} (11) 
T’ = T - T,,, is called the set of regular elements of T. 
Let us describe the set Tsing in more detail: Given a: E QG+, let 
S, = {t = ciH E T, a(H) = O}. Evidently Tsing = u S, . (12) 
C&G+ 
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In the parametrization (4) of T, t E S, iff t = exp( --i C Hj’pi) with 
C ol(HJ q+ = 0. Two cases arise: 
(4 a E QP+. Then 01 = ek for some K, and t E S, iff P)~ = 0 (13) 
(b) 01 E QK+. Then cy = ej & ek for somej < k, and t E S, iff qj = +pk 
We decompose Tsing into disjoint sets which are built up from the 
various intersections of singular surfaces S, . For any set {a} of 
Y >, 1 linearly independent positive roots (01~ **. IX,.} in Qc+ we define 
S{ul = S,, n .*. n S,, and S’ = u STaj , ST = 0 for r > n. (14) 
(a l..%) 
We define 
6’ = ST - S+l so that 6’ n G” = ,@ for r # s, and u 6’ = Tsi,g. 
r 
(15) 
- denotes the set theoretic difference. 
We will later use 
LEMMA 2. To every set ST,, n 6’ there exists a rejlection s, E W* 
by a root j3 E @c + which leaves it invariant, viz. s, * t E STmj n Gr if 
t E S~aj n 6”. Note that by definition det(s,) = -1. 
We emphasize that it is the Weyl group W* = W(g, , tc) that appears 
in the lemma, and not its subgroup W = W(G, T). 
Proof. The sets S and therefore 6” are clearly invariant under 
the action of W*. It suffices therefore to find a root /? EC+~+ to every 
set S& such that sa leaves St&, invariant. In the parametrization (4) 
of T, any set SF,, may be alternatively specified as follows: There is 
a number iV > 1 of disjoint setsI,, , Ii e-0 IN-i of indices j E [l, 2,..., n] 
and a function u on u”,=,’ 1, which only takes values u(J = * 1. The 
set I,, may be empty if N > 1, but then I1 .** IN-1 contain at least 
2 elements each. We stipulate that t E St,, iff 
q+ =OforalljEJO, ff(j)rpj = a(k)cgk if j, K E I, for some a > 1. (14’) 
The assertion just made is clear if we keep in mind the explicit 
characterization (13) of singular surfaces S, . We may assume that 
I, n I, = 0 for a > 1 since ~~ = 0, ‘pj = -J=T~ implies qk = 0. 
To find /I we distinguish two cases: 
(1) I, nonempty. Then there is a j E I, . Consider the root 
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p = ei E Qpf. Reflections by ss take vi -+ -q+ and qk + ~~ fork # j. 
Thus clearly SF=, is invariant under sa . 
(2) 1s = O. Then N > 1 and there are two distinct indices 
j<kE11.Leta=a(j)a(k),and/3=ej-oekE@,+sinceo=fl. 
Reflections by sa take ei -+ ue k , e, -+ oej , el -+ el for 1 # j, k. Again, 
it is evident from (14’) that the set SF=) is left invariant by S, . We have 
now completely proven the lemma. u 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE DISCRETE SERIES CHARACTER 
Let us introduce the quantities [6] 
Actually, dp(t) is a “two-valued function” on T, but t*pp o.(t) is well 
defined. 
According to Harish-Chandra [l], the discrete series representa- 
tions w,, of G may be labeled by a real linear form h on &R such that 
is a weight, and h # SX for any s E W* except the identity. Two 
discrete series representations labeled by h and X’ are equivalent if? 
h’ = sh for an s E W = W(G, T) [not W* = W(, , t,)]. Conversely 
if X’ = 8-lA with 8 E W* - W then the characters @n’(t) = @$O * t) + 
@I for t E T’ [cf. the explicit formula (27iii) below]. (17) 
Consider reflections (9, = se. E W* which are not in W. They are 
all conjugate under W to say 8 E 0, . 0 acts as an automorphism on T 
as we know, 
Consider now space reflections II. In the language of Eq. (3), II 
reflects one axis: ITx = (x, , x1 *** xZn-r - x&. This provides us 
with an outer automorphism of G which takes g -+ ngP1 for all 
g E G. From the definition of the generators Hi of the Cartan sub- 
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group of G (Sect. 3) we see that 17H,Z7 = -H, , 17H,17 = Hj for 
j = l,..., 71 - 1. Therefore by comparison with (18) 
Illm-1 = e * t for t E T, (19) 
i.e., II and the IV*-reflection 0 agree as automorphisms of T (or K, 
but not G). 
Let w be a (not necessarily unitary) representation of G or of a 
closed n-stable subgroup H C G by operators Tw(g) on a Hilbert 
space lk’. We define the mirror image B of w by 
T&(g) = Tw(llgIF) g E G resp. H. (20) 
Clearly this is again a representation of G resp. H; it acts in the same 
Hilbert space X. 
Let us also recall the subquotient theorem which asserts that every 
unitary irreducible representation w of G is (Naimark) equivalent to 
a subquotient of an elementary representation x (= a representation 
of the nonunitary principal P series, P = parabolic subgroup, see 
below) [6]. We will say for short that w is “contained” in X. We state 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that the discrete series representation w is 
contained in the elementary representation x. Then x contains also the 
mirror image il, of w, and B is not unitarily equivalent to o. 
Proof. We show first that o = o,, and & are inequivalent. Consider 
their characters restricted to T’: O”(t) = O”~(17t17-1) = O”n(8 * t) = 
@a”(t) = W(t). w e used in turn the definition of the mirror image, 
Eq. (19) and Eqs. (17). S ince equivalent representations have the same 
character, w and D cannot be equivalent. 
Suppose that the elementary representation x contains o. Clearly 
then the mirror image 2 of x contains the mirror image B of w, and 
so does every representation which is unitarily equivalent3 to 2. 
Below we will show that 17 is always unitarily equivalent to x. As- 
suming this is so, then clearly x must contain both w and its mirror 
image 8. 
Consider now elementary representation x. Let G = K&V, an 
Iwasawa decomposition of G, and M N SO(2n - 1) = centralizer of 
A in K. A is a noncompact l-parameter group; we may take it to 
consist of pseudo-rotations in the (Ol)-plane [cf. (3)]. Then M 
consists of rotations which leave invariant x,, and xi. Under space 
reflections l7al7 = a for all a E A, @i = 17ml7 E M and % = I7nLi E N 
3 Since x is a representation acting in a Hilbert space, this notion makes sense. 
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ior m E M, n E N. N is abelian and therefore a vector space. For a E A 
we define 1 a / E R by the relation anu-l = j a I n (Vn E N). 
Elementary representations x are labeled by [E, v], with v E R and 
f E ik? a unitary irreducible representation of M by operators IF(m) 
in a finite-dimensional representation space VE. 
The representation space A?~,* consists of functions J on G with 
values in Vf having covariance property 
j(gmfzn) == / a I-n-v+lla P(m)-‘f(g) for gE G, maneMAN (21) 
and finite norm ~~f~j. Th e norm is defined by the scalar product 
(fl Tfi) = jK ~Kh(4f2w. (22) 
( , ) is the M-invariant scalar product in V’, and dk is Haar measure 
on K. The representation operators act according to 
%l) f(g) = fk?g)* (23) 
It is a classic result that every representation e E h? of M is unitarily 
equivalent to its mirror image. Thus there exists a unitary operator 
D’(n) in VE such that 
DE(B) = IF(n) P(m) D(n)-l for mEM, iii. = 17mIF1. (24) 
Let us define the linear map U: A“Evv --+ SLAV by 
(uf)k) = wTfWW>* (25) 
We claim that U implements the unitary equivalence of x with its 
mirror image. 
We must then verify first of all that the map U preserves 
covariance property (21). Writing3 = Uf we have 
j(gman) = P(lI) j(lFgm4ml7) = D~(17)j(~-1glSiaii) 
= 1 a I--n--v+lP DE(n) DE(@)-‘f(n-lgn) = 1 a [-+-v+lP D(m)-If(g) 
as desired. 
Moreover, K = IlkL7-1 E K if k E K, and dk = dk. Therefore, 
using also unitarity of D(ll), ( Ujl , Uf) = J dk(DC(17)fl(DkIP1), 
D~(17)fi(~kII)-1)) = J dfz<f,(k), f,(K)) = (fi , f.). Thus U is unitary. 
Lastly we have to check that 
UP(g) = P(g)U. (26) 
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Applying both sides to an element of SE+ we have (T”(g) Uf)(g,) = 
( Uf)(lTg-Wig,) = D’(liyf( g-WlgJl) = D’(II)( Tx(g)f)(I7-lgJ7)= 
uTx(g)f(g,,) as desired. Thus the elementary representations x and 
its mirror image 2 are indeed unitarily equivalent, and the lemma is 
now completely proven. [ 
Let m,(7) be the multiplicity with which the representation 7 E &? 
of K appears in the restriction of the discrete series representation wh 
of G to K. By Frobenius reciprocity, an elementary representation 
labeled by [t, V] contains the representation T E I? of K exactly as 
many times as 7 contains the representation .!J of M. Hence it contains 
it at most once, whatever [, T, since orthogonal groups are multiplicity 
free. By the subquotient theorem it follows that mh(7) = 0 or 1 for all 
T E I? and arbitrary discrete series representation We . Moreover, 
because of Lemma 3, the representations oh and &A are inequivalent 
and contained in the same elementary representation X. Therefore 
a representation T E R can occur in at most one of them, since it is 
not contained twice in x. Thus m*(7) = 0 if mn(~) = 1, We’ N 6, . 
Keeping these facts in mind, we may deduce from Harish- 
Chandra’s work [I] the following properties of the character 0”~ of 
the discrete series representation wx : 
LEMMA 4. Retain the notation introduced above. The character 
Own has properties 
(i) A,(t) W(t) = CqEt rnn(7) A.(t) XT(t) with convergence in 
the topology of c?*. In particular A,@‘+ E b*. 
(ii) Herein mA(7) = 0 or 1, and rnA(~) = 1 implies m,(T) = 0 if 
~~1 is the mirror image of w,, . 
(iii) Put c(h) = sign &@,+ (h, CL). For t E T’ (regular elements 
of T), AK(t) @“A(t) = (-)” E(X) A,(t)-l CSGw det(s)P pointwise. 
(iv) For s E W, A.(s * t) @‘Q(s * t) = det(s) A,(t) @“‘A(t) as dis- 
tributions, i.e., elements of &*. (27) 
We have used functional notation again for distributions; this should 
cause no confusion. Let us use the same symbol 7 for a representation 
T E R of K and its highest weight. According to Weyl’s character 
formula 
AR(t) x7(t) = c det(s) &+OK). (28) 
SEW 
Comparing with (8*), we see that (i) is just the Fourier expansion 
of A,@“A. It converges in &* since the Fourier coefficients m,(T) are 
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bounded and therefore a fortiori polynomially bounded. We may, if 
we want, consider the distribution A@“~ on T as defined by (i) in 
terms of the multiplicities m,,(7) introduced before. It is clear from (26) 
that this distribution has the alternating property (iv). Eq. (iii) is 
Harish-Chandra’s celebrated character formula [I]; it implies that 
the distribution A,&+‘~ on T coincides with an analytic function on T’. 
As a last remark of this section, let us point out that the mirror 
image & of the discrete series representation We is 
8, N w&& (29) 
with 8 as defined after Eq. (17). Because of Eq. (19) and Lemma S(iii), 
the characters of & and oe,, agree on T’. On the other hand, it is also 
evident from Lemma S(iii) that no other discrete series representation 
w,,’ has the same character even on T’. We know that GQ belongs to the 
discrete series, since it is square-integrable like wh . Therefore 
necessarily GA = ogA . 
5. THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
We will now state our first main result. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let @Q be a family of distributions labeled by h, 
where h + pp - pK E A are weights. Suppose there exist Fourier 
coeficients m,(7) satisfying constraints (27ii), such that Eqs. (27i, iii, iv) 
hold true. Then WA, and therefore m,(r) are uniquely determined by these 
properties. 
In other words, we have enough information at hand to fix the 
regularization of the (singular) function given to us by Lemma 4(iii). 
The proof of uniqueness does not use the explicit form of @“A on T, 
but only that it is known there. 
Proof. We observe first that it suffices to prove uniqueness of the 
difference 
x+(t) = &(t) @(t) - A&) wyt). (30) 
For, let the Fourier expansion of W(t) = z:7 ma- A.(t) x7(t). Then 
by (27ii) AK(t) @“A(t) = x:I VJ~(T) A,(t) XT(t) with RZ~(T) = 1 if mA-(r) = 
+ 1, and m,(7) = 0 otherwise. 
Let then D,A and P,h be two distributions on T of the form (30), 
with O$,, satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 6. Let AD” = 
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ID; - a,&, their difference. We want to show that necessarily dD = 0. 
It follows from the hypotheses that d9 is a distribution on T with 
the following properties 
(i) SUPP d'D" C T,,g. 
(ii) d DA(~) = C,,t m,+‘(7) &,w det(s) ++PK) with coefficients 
such that 1 m,‘(-r)/ < 2, thus AID”(t) has bounded Fourier coefficients. 
(iii) dZY(s . t) = det(s) d%“(t) for s E IV*. (31) 
Properties (i) and (ii) are obvious. It is the purpose of considering 
the distributions aA rather than 0”~ to assure that they are alternating 
on all of IV* (i.e., property iii) and not just on IV. Since arbitrary 
elements s E W* may be written as products of 6’ and elements of W 
(see earlier), it suffices to check (iii) for s = 8. By definition (30) and 
hypothesis (27iv) it only need be verified that 4,(0 . t) = o,(t) z 
I-I Er++ (t m/2 - t-a/a). Let QK- be the negative roots of K. It follows 
from the explicit formulas of Sect. 3 that the root system @, is invariant 
under all of W*. Therefore dK(O . t) = &A,(t). Concerning the 
sign, we get a factor (- 1) for every root OL E @,+ which is taken into 
@,- by 8. According to our choice (6) the elements of GKf are ei & e, 
(1 < j < k < n). 0 reflects e, -+ -e, , ej --f ej for j # n. Thus none 
of the roots is reflected by 6 from QK+ to @p,. Therefore dK(6 * t) = 
+dK(t). Eq. (31iii) is now verified. 
It remains to be shown that every distribution with properties 
(31i, ii, iii) vanishes identically. 
Consider the sets 6’ which were introduced in Sect. 3. According 
to (15) they are disjoint, and their union is Tsing . Suppose d%Y # 0. 
Then by (31i) th ere is r >, 1 so that supp dZV n Gr # 0, while 
supp dXY n 6” = ~zr for s < Y. By construction of 6’ there must then 
exist a set {czr *.a ar} of r distinct positive roots aj E GG+ such that 
supp da" n (S;aj n S’) f m. (32) 
Sets Sr*, are constructed as intersections of singularity surfaces as 
described in Sect. 3. By Lemma 2 there exists a reflection s, E W* by 
a root /3 E @,+ which leaves invariant SFa, n 6’. 
We introduce new coordinates on T such that s6 * t has coordinates 
h+Pz’ *.* TV’} if t has coordinates {ql’ *** TV’}, and therefore pt’ = 0 
on St,, n 6’. If /3 = ej E Qzp+ we may choose (v,’ .** TV’} to be 
obtained from the old coordinates {yi *a* P)~} of Sect. 3 by a permuta- 
tion such that yl’ =~~.If~~@,+then/!?=e~&e,,j<k.Wemay 
in this case obtain suitable new coordinates from the old ones by an 
orthogonal transformation such that yl’ = 2-*(~~ & pk), ~~~ = 
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2-$(9~ F qk), vi’ = qz+,< for i > 3, with n a permutation of (1 **. n) 
such that rj = 1, rrk = 2. (see Fig. 1) 
Instead of test functions and distributions on T we may consider 
distributions with appropriate periodicity properties and C” test 
functions with compact support on [w” = (vr’ .**q~~‘, - m < q+ < +c.c}. 
This is more convenient since we will not have to worry about bounds 
of integration and identifying points. Tsing specifies a subset of UP in 
the obvious way; it will also be denoted by Tsing ; similarly for G’, etc. 
According to our choice of r, supp da” C S’ = u{,) S&, = 
uS>r 6”. By construction of G’, the intersection ST,,, n S{,, n 6’ = o 
if (y} # {a}. The sets S[Y) are closed in Iw” and so is therefore their 
FIG. 1. Suitable coordinate transformation when b = ej $ ek (see text). 
union over all {r} # {a}. It follows then from (32) that there is an 
open set in iRn which intersects supp dZY but none of the sets STY) 
with b) # (4 [T a k e a sufficiently small neighborhood of any point in 
supp da”]. A test function f(vl’ *.* q~,‘) will therefore exist which 
vanishes with all its derivatives on SF,, for all (~1 # {al, and such that 
dD[f] = J dyl ... dvn’ dZY(v,,’ **a y,‘)f(vl’ +a* yn’) # 0. Consider 
then the distribution in one variable oD,A(vl’) = Jd’pz’ .** dcp,’ 
* AW(spl’ **- %‘)fbl’ **. v%‘). This does not vanish identically by 
what has just been said. Moreover, its support is constrained to 
ql’ = 0 and its periodic repeats since yr’ = 0 on STa, while f vanishes 
with all its derivatives on supp ABA - ST%, . We conclude that AZ?,” 
is a distribution in one variable with the following properties: 
(i) AD? # 0, 
(ii) AZ&A is periodic in qr’ [period is 2~ resp. 2(2)%7], 
(iii) its support is constrained to q~r’ = 0 and its periodic 
repeats, 
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(iv) dlD$ has (l-dimensional) Fourier expansion with bounded 
Fourier coefficients. This follows from (31ii). 
(v) oIDjh(p)r’) = -dB$( -qr’). This follows from (31iii) and 
our choice of coordinate system. 
No distribution with these properties can exist for similar reasons 
as were used in the proof of Lemma 1: A periodically repeated 
S-function violates (4v), while sums of derivatives of a-functions do 
not have bounded Fourier coefficients. The assumption dD # 0 
has thus led to a contradiction, and we must conclude that d%Y = 0. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 1 
6. BLATTNER'S FORMULA 
Having proven uniqueness, it remains to exhibit a regularization 
of the singular function d@“~ which meets all the requirements laid 
down in Lemma 4. 
Consider the function n,(t). We use the parametrization of T 
introduced in Sect. 3. Let 01 = ei E QP+. Then 
Hence 
pl2 - t-“/z = -2i sin +pj . 
Lip(t) = (-)” fi 2i sin &+ for t E T. 
j=l 
(33) 
As was mentioned before, A, is really a two-valued function on T. 
It is convenient to remedy this by considering temporarily a 2” fold 
covering of T by letting -27~ < q+ f 2n (j = l,..., n). 
We see that d,(t) is a product of functions of different variables. 
A possible regularization of the inverse Ap(t)-l is given by 
AAt);& =C-1” fi (l/P sin hpj)>+ 
j=l 
(34) 
where ( )+ is the regularization of [sin(*)]-l introduced in Eq. (2) of 
Sect. 2. The product of distributions in (34) is well defined since they 
are distributions in independent arguments. 
Let us now insert into (34) the Fourier expansion of the distributions 
(sin &&’ given by Eq. (2), viz. 
(1/(2i sin +I&)+ = 1 e-i(n+h)o+ . 
n>O 
5so/23/4-2 
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In terms of the variables ?j one has t = exp - i C hkvk if h = C hjei 
(see Sect. 3.). 
Using the explicit expression (16) for pP = -$ x:I” ej we obtain 
o,(t)& = (-)” c tfl+op (35) 
wlp+ 
where the sum runs over the set nP+ of all weights p that can be 
written as a (possibly empty) sum of positive noncompact roots, viz. 
p = Cpjei with pLj > 0 (j = I,..., n) integer. 
After these preliminaries, let us turn to Blattner’s formula. For p a 
weight, let f&L) be the number of times p can be written as a (possibly 
empty) sum of positive noncompact roots a E aP+. For our group G, 
all these roots a = ej are mutually orthogonal, therefore t.~ can be 
written as a sum of such in at most one way. Explicitly, Q(p) = 1 if 
p = C piei with pj > 0 (j = l,..., n), and Q(p) = 0 otherwise. 
As we know, representations oA of the discrete series can be labeled 
by h such that K = h + pp - pK is a weight [see Definition (16)] and 
X # sh for all s E W* = W(,, , JJ, s # e. Representations w,, ci w,,’ 
iffh = sh’foransg W= W(G, T). 
THEOREM 6 (Blattner’s formula). Suppose (h, a) > 0 for all 
01 E ~3~‘. Then the unitary irreducible representation of K whose highest 
weight is r occurs in the discrete series representation wA with multiplicity 
NT) = 1 det(4 Wb + ml - K - PK), (K = A + PP - PK). (36) 
SEW 
Let us observe that the formula covers the general case despite the 
restriction hj = (h, ej) > 0 (j = l,..., n). It is known that this 
condition can always be met by a suitable choice of the system of 
positive roots QP +. Alternatively, if one wishes to work with a fixed 
system of positive roots (as we did so far) it is still true that either UJ~ 
or its mirror image b,, meets the condition. This suffices, since the 
K-content of the mirror image of B, is of course the mirror image of 
the K-content of ij,, . Using W invariance we may assume that 
X = C hjei with 0 < / h, / < h,-, < *a* < h, . The mirror image wA’ 
corresponds to X’ = t3h which differs from h by having the sign of h, 
reversed. It is now clear that either all Xi > 0 or all Xi’ > 0. 
Proof of Blattner’s formula. We will show that formula (36), when 
inserted into the Fourier expansion (27i) of the discrete series character 
on T does indeed define a regularization of Harish-Chandra’s expres- 
sion (27iii). In view of the uniqueness theorem proven in the last 
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section, Blattner’s formula (36) will then be proven if it can also be 
verified that the multiplicities given by (36) satisfy the constraints 
(27ii). It will b e evident from the explicit formula (41) of Sect. 7 for 
m,(7) that this is indeed so. 
From (36) we have 
4~) = C d44 C Ls(T+pK)-K-oK (37) 
SEW LEAP+ 
with S,,, = 1 if weights p = v, and 0 otherwise. Let A,+ be the set of 
dominant integral weights of K; they are in one to one correspondence 
with representations T E I? by the theorem of the highest weight. 
Thus by inserting Weyl’s character formula (28) and (37) into ex- 
pansion (27i) we get 
d.(t) W*(t) = C C det(s) de+‘) c 811+K+PK,S(T+PK)tS”++~~‘. 
TEAK+ 8,S’EW Ldp+ 
Putting s’s-l = s” and making use of the presence of the Kronecker 6 
we obtain 
For v a weight, define A(v) = CSEW det(s)tsV. Then, by a well-known 
lemma [17], A(v) # 0 im pl ies v # sv for all s E W, s # e, and v can 
be written in exactly one way as v = S(T + pK). Using these facts we 
can replace the sum over s, T by a sum over arbitrary weights v. 
Weights v, such that A(v) = 0, g ive zero contribution. The sum can 
then be carried out with the help of the Kronecker 6 to yield 
,zw det(s”) fiEs tS”(“‘“+‘KK). 
P+ 
We introduce the operator s2, for s E W which acts on functions and 
distributions on T according to 
(QSW) = f&l . t), in particular Q,th = tSA. (38) 
Inserting K = h + pp - pE we have then 
AK(t) e“‘*(t) = sFw detfs) A?, ]t’ c P+‘Pl 
uEAp+ 
since t~+~ = Mu. The sum over p can be performed with the help of 
the summation formula (35). This yields the final result 
AK(t) W’*(t) = (-)” C det(s) Q,{A,(t);& t”}. 
SEW 
(3% 
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Herein the operator In, is defined by Eq. (38) and dJt)& by Eq. (34). 
Formula (39) is valid under the hypothesis of the theorem that 
(A, a) > 0 for all c11 E 4K +, hence in particular E(A) = + I. 
Since A,(t)& is a regularization of A,(t)-l, we have 
A,(t)& = Lip(t)-1 = Ll,(s * t)-1 for t E T’, s E W. (40) 
Clearly therefore, expression (39) is a regularization of Harish- 
Chandra’s character formula (Lemma 4, iii). Q.E.D. 1 
7. EVALUATION OF MULTIPLICITIES 
Under the hypothesis of Theorem 6 (Blattner’s formula), h may 
without loss of generality be chosen dominant integral. For our 
choice of positive roots (6) this means that h = C Xiei , 0 < A, < 
*.* < A1 half-odd-integer. Then K = h + pp - pK = C Kiei with 
Kj = Xi - n + j + *. The highest weight T of an irreducible 
representation of K is of the form 7 = C Tiei with / TV& / < 7,-r < 
*** < 71 . 
COROLLARY 7. For A, K as above, the irreducible representation of K 
with highest weight r occurs in the discrete series representation oA with 
multiplicity 
q(T) = 1 if Kn < 7, < K,-1 < 7,-l < “* < K1 < 71 (41) 
and m,,(r) = 0 otherwise. 
Proof. Let us introduce the auxiliary quantities T’ = r + pK , 
K’ = K $- PK = h + pp . Then the corollary says that mA(T) = 1 iff 
Kj’ < Ti’ < Kid1 (j = I,..., n, KO’ = co). (41’) 
We derive the corollary from Theorem 6 in several steps. 
The Weyl group W consists of all transformations s: (e, **e e,) + 
(ken1 ..* 5 e,,J with any even number of - signs and v an arbitrary 
permutation of l,..., n; det(s) = sgn(T). For such s, Qs = 
Q(s-%’ - K’) $- 0 iff &~:k - Kk’ > 0 (h = l,..., n). But all Kj > 0, 
and all 7i > 0 except possibly T, . Since there is an even number of 
- signs, the condition for Q(s-17’ - K’) # 0 is impossible to fulfill 
unless s = s,, : (e, .** e,) -+ (e,,r *.a e,,), rr some permutation. More- 
over, since K,’ = min Kj’, we must have TV’ 2 Kn’(vj) otherwise 
Q8 = 0 for all s. 
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Assume that W,(T) # 0; then, of course, Q, + 0. Let H be the 
subgroup of permutations n which permute those TV among themselves 
which lie in the same interval K~’ < Tj’ < K;-~ (k = l,..., n). ‘clearly, 
the order of T~‘S within any such interval is irrelevant so that QS, = Q8 
for s’ = s,, with 7~ E H. Thus m,+(7) = C det(s) QS = C det(s)Q,, 
C det(s”s’-l)Q,* = sgn(n) mh(7). But H will always contain odd 
permutations (i.e., having sgn(n) = -1) unless it consists of the 
identity alone, H = (e]. But in the latter case there is only one 7j in 
any one interval [K~’ *** K;-~). Since T,’ > K~’ and the Tj’S are ordered, 
this can be true only if (41’) holds. Thus mA(7) = 0 unless (41’) holds. 
Assume then that (41’) holds. Then the condition 7tk -- K~ > 0 is 
fulfilled if and only if n = e. Thus Qe = 1, QS = 0 for s # e and so 
mh(7) = det(e) Qe = 1. This completes the proof. 1 
We see from the explicit result (41) that ?.fZ,+(T) = 0 or 1 as it must 
be. Also a representation of K never appears in w* together with its 
mirror image which would have the sign of T, reversed. 
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